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AUTHENTICATION ARRANGEMENT rately . The user may have different authentication creden 
tials , such as username and password , passphrase , PIN 

RELATED APPLICATION ( Personal Identification Number ) , security token , or certifi 
cate , for each service , and the user may have to provide the 

This application was originally filed as PCT Application 5 authentication credentials at the authentication phase for 
No. PCT / FI2007 / 050672 filed Dec. 10 , 2007 . each service every time the user accesses the services . This 

is quite inconvenient , even though the submission of the 
FIELD OF THE INVENTION authentication credentials may be facilitated by means of 

e.g. a smart card or a data entity , such as a digital certificate . 
The present invention relates in general to authentication 10 In order to alleviate the above described inconvenience 

and in particularly , though not exclusively , to authenticating with respect to a user having a plurality of authentication 
parties that request access to services in a communication credentials , a number of techniques for Single Sign - On 
ystem . ( SSO ) have been developed . A framework for SSO has been 

specified e.g. by the Liberty Alliance Project in the Liberty 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 15 Identity Federation Framework ( ID - FF ) specification . 

In SSO according to the Liberty ID - FF , the management 
Presently , there is an on - going emergence of service and authentication of service requesting clients is done by 

oriented computing , where services are located , accessed , one or more authentication providers referred to as Identity 
and provided in the Internet . Typically , these services are Providers ( IDP ) which are separated from the services pro 
effected by service applications that reside and run on a 20 viding entities referred to as Service Providers ( SP ) that e.g. 
number of application servers such that a user accesses one operate web sites or other services . This separation has a 
service application running on one server , other service number of advantages , the most important one being that a 
application running on another server and so on . These user no longer needs to remember multiple usernames and 
services include e.g. Web services , where a client applica passwords for multiple services or reuse passwords and thus 
tion retrieves content of Web pages from Web servers by 25 compromise their security . 
means of the HTTP ( HyperText Transmission Protocol ) In a Liberty ID - FF environment , a Liberty - enabled client 
protocol , communication services , such as instant messag is initially authenticated by an Identity Provider using the 
ing or voice messaging that a client application uses by client's credentials for the Identity Provider . When the client 
means of e.g. the SIP ( Session Initiation Protocol ) or the requests service from a Service Provider , the Service Pro 
H.323 protocol , or application services , where applications 30 vider requests authentication of the client from the Identity 
e.g. execute tasks in remote applications by means of e.g. Provider . If an association ( or federation ) between the cli 
SOAP ( Simple Object Access Protocol ) messages . ent's IdP identity and identity at the Service Provider has 

Traditionally , services residing and running on the Inter already been established , the IdP can confirm ( assert ) the 
net have been accessed by using computers that are con client's identity to the Service Provider . In case the asso 
nected to the Internet through wired connections , such as 35 ciation or federation between the identities has not yet been 
LANs ( Local Area Networks ) or telephony lines by means established , the client may have to authenticate at the 
of e.g. ISDN ( Integrated Services Digital Network ) or ADSL Service Provider with its credentials for the Service Provider 
( Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line ) connections . Com in order for the IdP to establish the identity federation . 
puters may also connect to the Internet through a wireless If a trusted circle of Service Providers that have entrusted 
access network , such as WLAN ( Wireless Local Area Net- 40 the IdP with authenticating service requesting clients on 
work ) . As today's mobile devices and mobile telecommu their behalf comprises a vast number of said Service Pro 
nication networks typically support packet data connections , viders , the number of authentication requests from the 
such as GPRS ( General Packet Radio Service ) or UMTS Service Providers to the IdP may be huge . This may cause 
( Universal Mobile Telecommunication System ) packet data congestion at the IdP and result in delays in responding to 
connections , mobile devices can access services on the 45 the authentication requests , or refusals of authentication 
Internet through these packet data services . A modern requests , which may render Service Provider services 
mobile device also supports WLAN , so the mobile device unavailable . 
can also access the Internet through a WLAN access net 
work in a similar manner as a computer supporting WLAN . SUMMARY 

In addition to the increasing usage of Internet - based 50 
services , services provided in mobile or pervasive comput The present invention aims at addressing particularly , but 
ing environments are becoming commonplace . In such not exclusively , the issues discussed above . According to a 
environments , interconnected computing devices , such as first aspect of the invention there is provided a method , 
mobile devices , access services running on other devices . which comprises receiving by a proxy a security token from 
The devices can be interconnected e.g. by using short - range 55 an authentication provider , wherein the security token 
radio communication , such as Bluetooth® . includes authentication information , receiving by the proxy 

Some services on the Internet or in the mobile or perva an authentication request directed to the authentication pro 
sive computing environment may be available to everyone vider or to the proxy , determining by the proxy whether the 
wishing to access the services , meanwhile access to other authentication information corresponds to the authentication 
services may be restricted to authorized users only . In the 60 request , and providing by the proxy the security token as a 
latter case , access to the service is typically granted after a response to the authentication request in case the authenti 
successful authentication and authorization of a user who cation information corresponds to the authentication request . 
requests access to the service . According to a second aspect of the invention there is 
As noted hereinbefore , a user may access services on a provided a proxy , which comprises a communication inter 

number of servers and / or from a number of service provid- 65 face configured to handle at least one communication con 
ers . If the services have restricted access , the user may have nection of the proxy , and a processing module configured to 
to be authenticated and authorized for each service sepa process a security token received from an authentication 
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provider through the communication interface , wherein the FIG . 3 shows an example of exchange of messages 
security token includes authentication information , to pro according to an embodiment of the invention ; 
cess an authentication request received through the commu FIG . 4 shows another example of exchange of messages 
nication interface , the authentication request having been according to another embodiment ; 
directed to the authentication provider or to the proxy , to FIG . 5 shows a further example of exchange of informa 
determine whether the authentication information corre tion according to one embodiment of the invention ; and 
sponds to the authentication request , and to provide the FIG . 6 outlines the architecture of a device on which some 
security token through the communication interface in case embodiments of the invention may be effected . 
the authentication information corresponds to the authenti 
cation request . DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

According to a third aspect of the invention there is 
provided a device , which comprises a communication inter In the following description , like numbers denote like 
face unit configured to handle at least one communication elements . 
connection , a processor configured to provide a proxy by Reference is first made to FIG . 1 , which illustrates a 
receiving through the communication interface a security 15 exemplary system , in which an embodiment of the invention 
token from an authentication provider , the security token may be effected . The system comprises a device 10 , which 
including authentication information , by receiving through may comprise a computing device such as a desktop com 
the communication interface an authentication request , the puter , laptop computer or a handheld computer , or a portable 
authentication request having been directed to the authenti or a mobile device , such as a mobile phone . The system 
cation provider or to the proxy , by determining whether the 20 further comprises a Service Provider ( SP ) 13 , an Identity 
authentication information corresponds to the authentication Provider ( IDP ) 14 , and a Proxy Identity Provider ( PIDP ) 15 . 
request , and by providing the security token as a response to The device 10 , the Service Provider 13 , the Identity Provider 
the authentication request in case the authentication infor 14 , and the Proxy Identity Provider are connected for 
mation corresponds to the authentication request , wherein communication through network ( NW ) 11 , which may com 
the device further comprises a memory for storing the 25 prise e.g. wired data communication network , such as LAN 
security token . or telephony network , and / or wireless data and / or telecom 

According to a fourth aspect of the invention there is munication network , such as WLAN , GPRS , or UMTS . 
provided a system , which comprises an authentication pro Reference is now made to FIG . 2 , which depicts another 
vider configured to perform an initial authentication , and a exemplary systems in which an embodiment of the invention 
proxy configured to receive a security token from the 30 may be implemented . FIG . 2 outlines a mobile or pervasive 
authentication provider , the security token including authen computing environment , which comprises devices 21 , 22 , 23 
tication information , to receive an authentication request , the corresponding to the device show in FIG . 1 referred to with 
authentication request having been directed to the authenti reference numeral 10 and described hereinbefore . The 
cation provider or to the proxy , to determine whether the devices 21 , 22 , 23 are connected through the network 20 , 
authentication information corresponds to the authentication 35 which may comprise a short - range radio network such as a 
request , and to provide the security token as a response to the Bluetooth® network . 
authentication request in case the authentication information Reference is now made to FIG . 3 , which illustrates 
corresponds to the authentication request . exchange of messages according to an embodiment of the 

According to a fifth aspect of the invention there is invention in an exemplary system , such as that depicted in 
provided a computer program product comprising program- 40 FIG . 1. For convenience , the embodiment shown in FIG . 3 
ming code means configured to provide a proxy , when said is explained by using Liberty Alliance terminology , where 
computer program is executed on a computing device . applicable . The Figure shows a Liberty - enabled client 300 

The method , the proxy , the device , the system , and the that supports SSO according to the Liberty ID - FF frame 
computer program product may enable balancing of load work , an Identity Provider 301 , a Proxy Identity Provider 
caused by authentication requests and responses thereto 45 302 , and a Service Provider 303. Even though only one 
between an authentication provider and a proxy and / or client , IDP , Proxy IdP , and Service Provider are shown , a 
within the authentication provider by enabling the proxy to skilled person appreciates that in real - life systems there may 
perform authentication on behalf of the authentication pro be a number of each of the named entities present together 
vider . The authentication provider may generate security with other entities not shown in the Figure . The skilled 
tokens and deliver them to the proxy , which may respond to 50 person also appreciates that even though the entities are 
authentication requests by providing security tokens as a shown as separate entities for clarity , two or more of the 
response to the authentication requests . entities may reside and run on the same physical device , 

Various exemplary embodiments of the present invention service platform or the like . 
are defined in dependent claims appended hereto . The For the purpose of describing an embodiment of the 
embodiments have been illustrated only with reference to 55 invention shown in FIG . 3 it is assumed that a Principal , e.g. 
certain aspects of the invention . It should be appreciated that a user of the device on which the client 300 is running , has 
corresponding embodiments may apply to other aspects as established identities both at the Identity Provider 301 and 
well . the Service Provider 303 , and that the Identity Provider 301 

has established an identity federation for the Principal's 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 60 identities at the IdP and the Service Provider . The Identity 

Provider may maintain the identity federation in a table or 
The invention will be described , by way of example only , database , and assign the principal an alias identity known by 

with reference to the accompanying drawings , in which : both the Identity Provider 301 and the Service Provider 303 . 
FIG . 1 shows an example of a system where an embodi The client 300 is initially authenticated by the Identity 

ment of the invention can be used ; 65 Provider 301. The initial authentication may be triggered 
FIG . 2 depicts another example of a system where an e.g. by the user requesting service , such as retrieving the 

embodiment of the invention can be used ; content of a Web page by using a Web browser , from the 
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Service Provider 303 , or the client may contact the Identity security token is acceptable , the Service Provider 303 deems 
Provider 301 directly and request authentication by sending that the client 300 has been successfully authenticated . 
an authentication request message ( INIT_AUTH ) in step It may also be that the Identity Provider 301 has not 
304 to the Identity Provider 301 . established an association ( identity federation ) between a 

The initial authentication of the client 300 at the Identity 5 Principal's ( e.g. a user of the client 300 ) identity at the 
Provider may be performed by the Identity Provider by Identity Provider 301 ( IDP identity ) and at the Service 
requesting any suitable authentication credentials , such as Provider 303 ( SP identity ) . Typically , such a situation is due 
the Principal's user ID and its associated password , which to the fact that the client has not yet requested any services 
may a one - time password ( OTP ) , a passphrase , or a data that require authentication and authorization from the Ser 
entity , such as a software token or a digital certificate , from 10 vice Provider 303. In such a situation , there may be no suitable security tokens available at the Proxy ID Provider the client 300 . 302 , and the client 300 may be requested to authenticate Once the client 300 has been successfully authenticated at itself to the Service Provider 303. The Proxy ID Provider the Identity Provider 301 , the Identity Provider 301 may 302 may for example send an authentication request in step create a number of security tokens , which may be associated 15 309 to the Identity Provider 301 , which forwards the request 
with the client 300 and the Service Provider 303 , wherefrom to the client 300 in step 308. When the client 300 responds 
the client 300 may request services . The number of the with the Principal's authentication credentials , e.g. a user tokens created by the Identity Provider 301 is configurable . name and a password , the Identity Provider 301 may for 
The security tokens may be any appropriate data entities , the ward the authentication credentials to the Proxy ID Provider 
format and content of which is selected according to the 20 302 , which may then forward the credentials to the Service 
authentication and authorization scheme that is used by the Provider 303. As the Identity Provider 301 receives and 
system . For example , the security token may be a Kerberos forwards information on the Principal's SP identity from the 
ticket , a X.509 ( PKI ) certificate , or a SAML ( Security client 300 in conjunction with the authentication response , 
Assertion Markup Language ) assertion message . the Identity Provider 301 may establish an identity federa 

The security token may comprise authentication informa- 25 tion between the Principal's SP identity and IdP identity . 
tion , e.g. an alias identity associated with the Principal's The Proxy Identity Provider 302 may request additional 
identities at the Identity Provider 301 and the Service security tokens from the Identity Provider 301 for example 
Provider 303 and known by both of the said entities , a digital when it has exhausted all security tokens received and stored 
signature , a session key and the like . The security token may earlier , or when the earlier security tokens have expired . The 
also comprise information determining the time period , 30 Proxy Identity Provider 302 may also request additional 
during which the security token is valid , and information security tokens even if earlier security tokens have not been 
that assigns the security token to a particular service pro exhausted or expired . The Proxy Identity Provider 302 may 
vider , such as the Service Provider 303 shown in FIG . 3 . use the additional security tokens for authentication pur 

The Identity Provider 301 may also create security tokens poses in a similar manner as described herein with respect to 
for the client 300 prior to the client's initial authentication at 35 the security tokens in general . 
the Identity Provider 301. The Identity Provider 301 may be Reference is now made to FIG . 4 , which illustrates 
configured to generate security tokens in batches such that exchange of messages according to an embodiment of the 
the generation of a batch of security tokens is executed in the invention in an exemplary system , where a Proxy Identity 
processing resources , such as the CPU ( Central Processing Provider ( PIDP ) and a client reside on the same entity , such 
Unit ) , of the Identity Provider 301 during a time period 40 as the device 10 described hereinbefore with reference to 
when the processing resources are not reserved by another FIG . 1. FIG . 4 shows an entity 400 comprising a Liberty 
task . The Identity Provider 301 sends the security tokens enabled client that supports SSO according to the Liberty 
( GEN_TOKENS ) in step 305 to the Proxy Identity Provider ID - FF framework and a Proxy Identity Provider , an Identity 
302. The Proxy Identity Provider 302 receives and stores the Provider ( IDP ) 401 , and a Service Provider ( SP ) 402 . 
security tokens . Even though FIG . 4 shows only one client / PIDP entity , 
When the client 300 requests a service in step 306 from IdP , and SP , a skilled person appreciates that in real - life 

the Service Provider 303 that requires authentication and / or systems there may be a number of each of the named entities 
authorization of the client 300 , the Service Provider 303 present together with other entities not shown in FIG . 4. The 
sends an authentication request ( AUTH_REQ ) in step 307 of skilled person also appreciates that even though the entities 
FIG . 3. The Service Provider 303 may direct the authenti- 50 are shown as separate entities for clarity , two or more of the 
cation request 307 to the Identity Provider 301 , which may entities may reside and run on a common physical device or 
forward the authentication request to the Proxy ID Provider service platform . 
302 , or the Service Provider 303 may send the authentication A user of the entity 400 , i.e. a Liberty Principal , authen 
request 307 directly to the Proxy ID Provider 302 . ticates himself initially at the Identity Provider 401 in step 

After receiving the authentication request 307 , the Proxy 55 403 by using the Liberty - enabled client of the entity 400. In 
Identity Provider 302 may check , whether it has received a similar manner as described with reference to FIG . 3 , the 
and stored a security token for the client 300 that corre initial authentication may be triggered e.g. by the user 
sponds to the authentication request 307. For example , the requesting service , such as retrieving the content of a Web 
Proxy Identity Provider may check whether a security token page by using a Web browser , from the Service Provider 
with appropriate authentication information , such as an alias 60 402 , or the client may contact the Identity Provider 401 
identity corresponding to the identity included in the directly and request authentication by sending an authenti 
request , a digital signature , or a session key , is available . If cation request message ( INIT_AUTH ) in step 403 to the 
an appropriate security token is available at the Proxy Identity Provider 401 . 
Identity Provider 302 , the Proxy Identity Provider 302 The initial authentication of the client / Principal at the 
sends , in step 310 , the security token to the Service Provider 65 Identity Provider 401 may be performed by the Identity 
303 as a response to the authentication request 307. The Provider 401 by requesting any suitable authentication cre 
Service Provider 303 checks the security token , and if the dentials , such as the Principal's user ID and its associated 

45 
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password , which may a one - time password ( OTP ) , a pass Proxy Identity Provider may use the additional security 
phrase , or a data entity , such as a software token or a digital tokens for authentication purposes in a similar manner as 
certificate , from the client . described herein with respect to the security tokens in 

Once the client has been successfully authenticated at the general . 
Identity Provider 401 , the Identity Provider 401 may , in step 5 Reference is now made to FIG . 5 , which illustrates 
404 , create a number of security tokens in a similar manner exchange of messages according to an embodiment of the 
as described with reference to FIG . 3 , and send the security invention in an exemplary system , such as that depicted in 
tokens ( GEN_TOKENS ) to the Proxy Identity Provider FIG . 2 and described hereinbefore with reference to FIG . 2 . 
residing on the entity 400 . FIG . 5 shows a first device ( Device A ) 500 comprising a 

The security tokens created in step 404 may be similar to 10 Proxy Identity Provider , a second device ( Device B ) 501 
those described with reference to FIG . 3 . comprising an Identity Provider , and a third device ( Device 
When the client of the entity 400 requests service from the C ) 502 acting as a Service Provider and providing services 

Service Provider 402 in step 405 , the Service Provider 402 to the first device 500 and / or the second device 501. The first 
sends an authentication request ( AUTH_REQ ) in step 406 , device 500 also comprises a Liberty - enabled client that 
if the requested service requires authentication and / or autho- 15 supports SSO according to the Liberty ID - FF framework . 
rization of the client . The Service Provider 402 may send the A skilled person appreciates that the second device 501 
authentication request to the Identity Provider 401 , which and the third device 502 may also comprise a Liberty 
forwards the request to the Proxy Identity Provider residing enabled client , and that the first and the second device 500 , 
on the entity 400 , or the Service Provider 402 may send the 501 may also act as Service Providers and provide services 
authentication request directly to the Proxy Identity Provider 20 to the other devices in the system . 
of entity 400 . A user , i.e. a Principal , of the first device 500 authenti 

After receiving the authentication request 406 , the Proxy cates initially , in step 503 , by using the Liberty - enabled 
Identity Provider of the entity 400 may check , whether it has client of the first device 500 , at the Identity Provider residing 
received from the Identity Provider 401 and stored a security on the second device 501 as described hereinbefore with 
token for the client that corresponds to the authentication 25 reference to FIG . 3 and FIG . 4. The Identity Provider of the 
request 406. For example , the Proxy Identity Provider may second device 501 may generate a number of security tokens 
check whether a security token with appropriate authenti as described hereinbefore and send the security tokens to the 
cation information is available . The authentication informa Proxy Identity Provider residing on the first device 500 . 
tion may comprise an alias identity corresponding to the When the client of the first device 500 requests a service 
identity included in the request , a digital signature , or a 30 that requires authentication and / or authorization of the client 
session key . If an appropriate security token is available at in step 505 from the third device 502 , the third device 502 
the Proxy Identity Provider of the entity 400 , the Proxy may send an authentication request in step 506. The third 
Identity Provider sends , in step 409 , the security token to the device 502 may send the authentication request 506 the 
Service Provider 402 as a response to the authentication Identity Provider residing on the second device 501 , which 
request 406. The Service Provider 402 checks the security 35 forwards the authentication request to the Proxy Identity 
token , and if the security token is acceptable , the Service Provider residing on the first device 500. Alternatively , the 
Provider 402 deems that the client of entity 400 has been third device 502 may send the authentication request directly 
successfully authenticated . to the Proxy Identity Provider of the first device 500 . 

If the Proxy Identity Provider of the entity 400 does not The Proxy Identity Provider of the first device 500 may 
have any security token that corresponds to the authentica- 40 then send a security token corresponding to the authentica 
tion request , the client of the entity 400 may have to be tion request to the third device 502 as a response to the 
authenticated at the Service Provider 402. Absence of an authentication request in step 509 , or the client of the first 
appropriate security token may be due to the Identity Pro device 500 may have to be authenticated at the third device 
vider 401 not having established an association ( identity 502 as described hereinbefore . An identity federation may 
federation ) between a Principal's ( e.g. a user of the client ) 45 also be established by the Identity Provider residing on the 
identity at the Identity Provider 401 ( IdP identity ) and at the second device 501 in a manner described hereinbefore . 
Service Provider 402 ( SP identity ) , as described hereinbe Reference is now made to FIG . 6 , which outlines the 
fore . In case an authentication of the client is needed , the structure of a device 60 on which an embodiment of the 
Proxy Identity Provider of the entity 400 may for example invention may be implemented . The device 60 may be for 
send an authentication request in step 407 to the Identity 50 example a computing device , a deskside computer , a desktop 
Provider 401 , which returns the request to the client residing computer , a portable computer , a laptop computer , a hand 
on the entity 400. When the client responds with the held computer , a Personal Digital Assistant ( PDA ) , a mobile 
Principal's authentication credentials , e.g. a user name and device , a mobile phone , or a game console . 
a password , the Identity Provider 401 may forward the The device 60 comprises a communication interface unit 
authentication credentials to the Service Provider 402. As 55 61 , a processor 62 , a memory 64 , and a user interface 
the Identity Provider 401 receives and forwards information controller 63. The processor 62 is coupled to the commu 
on the Principal's SP identity from the client of the entity nication interface unit 61 , the memory 64 , and the user 
400 in conjunction with the authentication response , the interface controller 63. FIG . 6 also shows a computer 
Identity Provider 401 may establish an identity federation program 65 stored in the memory 64. When loaded into and 
between the Principal's SP identity and IdP identity . 60 executed in the processor 62 , the computer program 65 

The Proxy Identity Provider of the entity 400 may request enables the device 60 to operate as a proxy according to an 
additional security tokens from the Identity Provider of the embodiment of the invention . 
entity 401 for example when it has exhausted all security The communication interface unit 61 may be e.g. a radio 
tokens received and stored earlier , or when the earlier interface module , such as a WLAN , Bluetooth , GSM / GPRS , 
security tokens have expired . The Proxy Identity Provider 65 CDMA , or WCDMA radio module , or a wired interface 
may also request additional security tokens even if earlier module , such as a LAN interface module . The communica 
security tokens have not been exhausted or expired . The tion interface unit 61 may be integrated into the device 60 or 
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into an adapter , card or the like that may be inserted into a 5. The processing module may be further configured to store 
suitable slot or port of the device 60. The communication the security tokens in the memory 64 of the device 60 . 
interface unit 61 may support one radio or wired interface The processing module may be further configured to 
technology or a plurality of technologies . FIG . 6 shows one request through the communication interface further authen 
communication interface unit 61 , but the device 60 may 5 tication information from a client in case the authentication 
comprise a plurality of communication interface units 61 . information does not correspond to the authentication 

The processor 62 may be e.g. a central processing unit request . The processing module may also be configured to 
( CPU ) , a microprocessor , a digital signal processor ( DSP ) , a request through the communication interface additional 
graphics processing unit , or the like . FIG . 6 shows one security tokens from the Identity Provider . The processing 
processor 62 , but the device 60 may comprise a plurality of 10 module may request additional security tokens for example 
processors . The device 60 may e.g. comprise a baseband when earlier received and stored security tokens have been 
processor and a multimedia processor . exhausted or expired . Additional security tokens may also be 

The memory 64 may be for example a non - volatile or a requested even if earlier security tokens have not been 
volatile memory , such as a read - only memory ( ROM ) , a exhausted or expired . The proxy may use the additional 
programmable read - only memory ( PROM ) , erasable pro- 15 security tokens for authentication purposes in a similar 
grammable read - only memory ( EPROM ) , a random - access manner as described herein with respect to the security 
memory ( RAM ) , a flash memory , a data disk , an optical tokens in general . Functions of the proxy have been further 
storage , a magnetic storage , a memory or smart card , such described hereinbefore with reference e.g. to FIGS . 3 to 5 . 
as a SIM or USIM card , or the like . The device 60 may The foregoing description has provided by way of non 
comprise a plurality of memories 64. The memory 64 may 20 limiting examples of particular implementations and 
be formed as a part of the device 60 or it may be inserted into embodiments of the invention a full and informative descrip 
a slot , port , or the like of the device 60 by a user . The tion of the best mode presently contemplated by the inven 
memory 64 may serve the sole purpose of storing data , or it tors for carrying out the invention . It is however clear to a 
may be effected as a part of an apparatus serving other person skilled in the art that the invention is not restricted to 
purposes , such as processing data . 25 details of the embodiments presented above , but that it can 

The user interface controller 63 , coupled to the processor be implemented in other embodiments using equivalent 
62 , may comprise circuitry for receiving input from a user means without deviating from the characteristics of the 
of the device 60 e.g. via a keyboard , graphical user interface invention . 
shown on the display of the device 60 , speech recognition Furthermore , some of the features of the above - disclosed 
circuitry , or an accessory device , such as a headset , and for 30 embodiments of this invention may be used to advantage 
providing output to the user via e.g. a graphical user inter without the corresponding use of other features . As such , the 
face or a loudspeaker . foregoing description shall be considered as merely illus 

A skilled person appreciates that in addition to the appa trative of the principles of the present invention , and not in 
ratus shown in FIG . 6 , the device 60 may comprise other limitation thereof . Hence , the scope of the invention is only 
apparatus , such as microphones , displays , as well as addi- 35 restricted by the appended patent claims . 
tional circuitry such as input / output ( I / O ) circuitry , memory The invention claimed is : 
chips , application - specific integrated circuits ( ASIC ) , pro 1. A method comprising : 
cessing circuitry for specific purposes such as source coding receiving with a proxy device and storing in a non 
decoding circuitry , channel coding / decoding circuitry , transitory memory of the proxy device a security token 
ciphering / deciphering circuitry , and the like . from an authentication provider device , the security 
As mentioned hereinbefore , the computer program 65 token including authentication information , wherein 

enables the device 60 to operate as a proxy according to an the security token comprises information that allows 
embodiment of the invention . The computer program 65 access to a service provider and information that 
enables the device 60 to operate for example as a Proxy assigns the security token to the service provider ; 
Identity Provider described hereinbefore with reference to 45 after said receiving with the proxy device and storing , in 
FIGS . 3 to 5. The proxy effected by the computer program the non - transitory memory of the proxy device , the 
65 may comprise a communication interface configured to security token from the authentication provider device : 
handle at least one communication connection of the proxy receiving with the proxy device an authentication 
through the communication interface unit 61 of the device request directed to the authentication provider device 
60. The communication interface of the proxy may comprise 50 or to the proxy device ; 
program code arranged to effect socket - based communica determining with the proxy device whether the authen 
tion by using a suitable Application Programming Interface tication information corresponds to the authentica 
( API ) and access a protocol stack operational on the device tion request ; and 
60 . in case the authentication information corresponds to 

The proxy may further comprise a processing module 55 the authentication request , providing the security 
comprising program code operable to be executed in the token from the proxy device as a response to the 
processor 62 of the device 60 and configured to process authentication request ; 
security tokens , including authentication information , after determining with the proxy device whether the 
received from an Identity Provider through the communi authentication information corresponds to the authen 
cation interface , to process an authentication request origi- 60 tication request : 
nating from a Service Provider and received through the requesting a further security token from the authenti 
communication interface , and to determine whether the cation provider device ; 
authentication information corresponds to the authentication receiving at the proxy device said further security token 
request . If the authentication information corresponds to the as a response to said request for the further security 
authentication request , the proxy may send a security token 65 token ; and 
to the Service Provider through the communication inter requesting additional security tokens with the proxy 
face , as described hereinbefore with reference to FIGS . 3 to device in order to maintain a complement of security 

40 
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tokens within the proxy device in response to all to determine whether the authentication information 
security tokens received and stored being exhausted corresponds to the authentication request ; and 
or having expired after a predetermined time inter in case the authentication information corresponds to 
val , or in response to the proxy device having less the authentication request , to provide the security 
than the complement of security tokens . token through the communication interface ; 

2. The method according to claim 1 , wherein the security after said determination : 
token is associated with a client the authentication provider requesting a further security token from the authen 
device initially authenticated . tication provider device ; 

3. The method according to claim 1 , wherein the authen receiving with the apparatus said further security 
tication request is originated from the service provider , and 10 token as a response to said request for the further 
wherein the proxy device receives the authentication request security token ; and 
from the authentication provider device as a response to the requesting additional security tokens in order to 
authentication provider device forwarding the authentication maintain a complement of security tokens within 
request to the proxy device . the apparatus in response to all security tokens 

4. The method according to claim 1 , wherein the authen- 15 received and stored being exhausted or having 
tication request is originated from the service provider , and expired after a predetermined time interval , or in 
wherein the proxy device receives the authentication request response to the apparatus having less than the 
as a response to the service provider sending the authenti complement of security tokens . 
cation request to the proxy device . 12. The apparatus according to claim 11 , wherein the 

5. The method according to claim 2 , wherein the authen- 20 security token is associated with a client the authentication 
tication request is originated as a response to the client provider device initially authenticated . 
requesting service from the service provider . 13. The apparatus according to claim 11 , wherein the 

6. The method according to claim 2 , wherein the authen computer instructions are further configured to cause the 
tication provider device initial authentication of the client is apparatus to request through the communication interface 
initiated as a response to the client requesting service from 25 further authentication information in case the authentication 
the service provider . information does not correspond to the authentication 

7. The method according to claim 2 , further comprising request . 
after the proxy device determines whether the authentication 14. The apparatus according to claim 11 , wherein the 
information corresponds to the authentication request : computer instructions are further configured to cause the 

in case the authentication information does not corre- 30 apparatus to request through the communication interface a 
spond to the authentication request , the proxy device further security token from the authentication provider 
requesting further authentication information from the device . 
client ; 15. The apparatus according to claim 13 , wherein the 

receiving the further authentication information from the computer instructions are further configured to cause the 
client ; and 35 apparatus to : 

in case the further authentication information corresponds receive through the communication interface said further 
to the authentication request , the proxy device provid authentication information ; 
ing the security token or a further security token to the determine whether said further authentication information 
service provider . corresponds to the authentication request ; and 

8. The method according to claim 1 , wherein the security 40 provide the security token or a further security token 
token comprises a plurality of tokens . through the communication interface in case the further 

9. The method according to claim 1 , wherein the further authentication information corresponds to the authen 
security token is requested after the security token has been tication request . 
provided or expired . 16. A computer program product embodied on a non 

10. The method according to claim 1 , wherein the security 45 transitory computer readable memory comprising computer 
token has been standardized in a Single Sign - On convention , executable program code which , when executed with at least 
a federation , a generic format , or comprises an X.509 one processor of an apparatus , causes the apparatus to 
certificate , a Kerberos ticket , or a SAML assertion . perform : 

11. An apparatus , comprising : receiving with the apparatus and storing in a non - transi 
at least one processor and a non - transitory memory stor- 50 tory memory of the apparatus a security token from the 

ing set of computer instructions , in which the at least authentication provider device , the security token 
one processor and the non - transitory memory storing including authentication information , wherein the secu 
the computer instructions are configured to cause the rity token comprises information that allows access to 
apparatus at least : a service provider and information that assigns the 
to receive and store in the non - transitory memory a 55 security token to the service provider ; and 

security token received from the authentication pro after said receiving and storing with the apparatus : 
vider device through a communication interface , the receiving with the apparatus an authentication request 
security token including authentication information , directed to the authentication provider device or to 
wherein the security token comprises information the apparatus ; 
that allows access to a service provider and infor- 60 determining with the apparatus whether the authenti 
mation that assigns the security token to the service cation information corresponds to the authentication 
provider , and 

after said receipt and storage : in case the authentication information corresponds to 
to process an authentication request received through the authentication request , providing the security 

the communication interface of the apparatus , the 65 token from the apparatus as a response to the authen 
authentication request having been directed to the tication request ; 
authentication provider device or to the apparatus ; after said determining with the apparatus : 

request ; and 
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requesting a further security token from the authenti 
cation provider device ; 

receiving at the apparatus said further security token as 
a response to said request for the further security 
token ; and 

requesting additional security tokens with the apparatus 
in order to maintain a complement of security tokens 
within the apparatus in response to all security 
tokens received and stored being exhausted or hav 
ing expired after a predetermined time interval , or in 10 
response to the apparatus having less than the 
complement of security tokens . 

17. The method according to claim 1 , wherein the authen 
tication provider device is further configured to generate 
further security tokens such that the further security tokens 15 
are generated in batches , wherein a batch of security tokens 
is generated when processing resources of the authentication 
provider device are available . 

18. The apparatus according to claim 11 , wherein the 
authentication provider device is further configured to gen- 20 
erate further security tokens such that the further security 
tokens are generated in batches , wherein a batch of security 
tokens is generated when processing resources of the 
authentication provider device are available . 

25 


